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oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh oh( repeat)

Verse1(Dondria)
Tellme what you like boy tell me what's your name. I
don't need you to buy me a drank. I got my own cash
and I got my own crew. So tell me what you drinkin
baby i''ll buy it for you. Im lookin like the sshhh what's
up over there, don't know who you with but it's poppin
over here. I came to get it crackin but you actin all cool.
So tell me what would happen if I told you.

Hook:
Baby I want you don't be shy just reply if you want to,
cuz I got it( got what you need right here) So come on
baby tell me I wanna hear. Shawty Whassup tell me how
you want it. Shawty Whassup, Ima put it on ya tonite
and Ima keep it hummin tonite. ( so tell me na) Shawty
Whassup tell me how you need it. Shawty Whassup We
gon keep a secret tonite and you gon find out tonite
tonite tonite.

Verse2 (Johnta Austin):
Yall over there lookin like top models We over here
sippin on pink bottles. You keep flirtin And I can't take it
cuz the body on you make me wanna see yu naked.
Now what's your favorite place to be kissed? Just point
to it (damn I knew it) Mwah taste like chocolate. Mwah Ill
be there just to stop us. 

Hook:
Baby I want you don't be shy when I reply that I want to (
cuz you got it, got what I need right here) So come on
let me tell you what you want to hear.

Hook:(Dondria)
Shawty Whassup tell me how yu want it. Shawty
whassup ima put it on ya tonite and ima keep it hummin
tonite (so tell me na) Shawty whassup tell me how you
need it. Shawty whassup we gon keep a secret tonite
and you gon find out tonie tonite tonite.

Diamond:
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Shawty whassup? Have you ever in your life been with a
diva? All the chicks wanna be ya a one in a million like
aaliyah. Pushin to see ya Im flyer than a motha- I keep it
shaved up like a rose pppropose lights camera
actionyou try to focus but you that Ima distraction. that
aint really rare bet yo man tryna add me. Bet you tried
to anchor in my ship cuz yu the captain. Ahoy baby! it's
32 like rum come get a taste and fuck me til my legs
shake. cuz yu got one by one by one night since yu said
you hungry let me satify your appetite.

Hook:(dondria)
Shawty Whassup tell me how you want it Ima put it on
ya tonite and im a keep it hummin tonite. Shawty
whassup tell me how you need it. Shawty whassup we
can keep a secret it tonite and you gon find out tonite
tonite

Bridge:
Dondria: 
Well baby let me just ask you a question. Do you need
me?
Johnta:Said I need you
Dondria:Well do you want me
Johnta:Yes I want you
Dondria: Do you want me tonite
Johnta: I want you tonite
Dondria: Do you want me tonite
Johnta:You know I want you tonite
Dondria: Do you like this
Johnta:Said I like this
Dondria:And can you get this?
Johnta:I can get this
Dondria: Well can you get it tonite
Johnta:I wanna get it tonite
Dondria: Can you get it tonite
Johnta:Im gonna get it tonite
Both: Oh
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